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Burning Bush: God’s Name?

Moses said to God, "The people will want to know who sent me. What is your name?"
Use the key below to match the symbols with the letters to reveal the answer.
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Moses and the Burning Bush
Decoder

Making the Burning Bush

Craft
We re-created our own burning bush out of a baby food jar (or
any plastic jar), tissue paper, and electric tea lights. I wrote each
kid's name on the bottom of a baby food jar with permanent
marker before-hand.
Then I gave them each their jar, a Dixie cup with Elmer's glue in
it, a paintbrush, and a pile of red, yellow, and orange tissue
paper. The kids did really well with painting on the glue and
covering their jar with the tissue paper. After they dried, we
plopped in a tea light, turned off the lights, and sang "This Little
Light of Mine."
Word to the wise: if you buy your tea lights from the dollar store,
get a couple extra packages, because a few of them inevitably
will not work and there will be melt downs. Haha. While the kids
were playing outside, I glued the phrase "I can obey God" on the
bottom of each jar. I told the kids that our burning bushes were
reminders that we should obey God just like Moses did.
Taken from http://thevanderkoddes.blogspot.com/2014/08/vbs-day3-moses.html

Campfire Cookies

Feel free to use your favorite sugar cookie recipe or purchase store bought sugar cookies for quick and
easy campfire cookies. They will be delicious either way and a huge hit.
The first step after the cookies are ready is to mix green food coloring into the white frosting and frost
the cookies.

Using a sharp knife, cut knife marks lengthwise into the tootsie rolls, so they resemble logs. Next, Cut
the gummy bears into 3 pieces and dice the whoppers into small pieces. Logs and fire are ready for
assembly 😉

Sprinkle some whopper pieces onto the middle of the cookies. Take 3 tootsie rolls and lay them around
the whopper pieces in the shape of a triangle. Place some of the gummy bear pieces inside the triangle
of tootsie rolls to resemble fire flames.

Poke a pretzel stick into a marshmallow but not through it. It will look like a roasting marshmallow on a
stick. Repeat this for as many as you need. Place 3 of the marshmallow sticks on each cookie in a
pyramid shape over the campfire, making sure the marshmallow touch at the top.
An optional step is to take a lighter and run it over the marshmallows to give them a roasted look.
https://www.naturalbeachliving.com/campfire-cookies/
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